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ABSTRACT With a view to overcome internet ossification problem, various Virtual Network Embedding
(VNE) approaches has been proposed in last few years. Nevertheless, most of prior approaches neglect
some major operational requirements implied by the inherent virtualization platforms. In the case of
SD-ODCN architecture, a crucial operational requirement instance is the ability to route application-
specific flows or wavelengths dynamically and efficiently across multi-tenant network providers. With the
perpetual bursting of clouds and IP traffics, efficient dynamic VNE not only consists on maximizing ISPs
and cloud Service Provider (SP) revenues, but also involves a strong need to reduce carbon emissions.
In this article, we introduce a new Parallel, Proactive and Power Efficient VNE in a Green and Distributed
SD-ODCN architecture. We first formulate a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model purposing
to maximize total intra Data Center (DC)’ servers and inter networking resources power efficiency as a
function of users’ request rates. Afterward, we proposed a new green location-aware, Parallel Global resource
Topology Ranking (PGTR) method, prioritizing first the greenest server and network nodes. Depending on
resulted ranking process classes, a Parallel and Proactive VNE (PPVNE) is therefore proposed to effectively
maximize total DC’s and networking resources power efficiency. After implementing the whole proposed
algorithms namely (PGTR-PPVNE) under NSFNET network topology related data, extensive simulations
results proved the improvement of the proposed (PGTR-PPVNE) approach over four other benchmark
methods. More precisely, the proposed (PGTR-PPVNE) achieved 6.87% decrease, 10.77% increase, 58.54%
decrease and a 1.15% increase over the proactive ACO-VNE benchmark approach, respectively in terms of
total power consumption, total power efficiency, requests response times and acceptance ratio.

INDEX TERMS Parallel and proactive virtual network embedding (PPVNE), optical software defined
network, power efficiency, parallel global resources topology ranking (PGTR).

I. INTRODUCTION
With the sharp increasing of dynamic high-bandwidth mul-
timodal applications (e.g., cloud services, streaming videos,
and global IP traffic), the ossified architecture of tra-
ditional network becomes inflexible for services provi-
sioning in cloud network. Fortunately, the emergence of
Software Defined Network (SDN) with Network Function

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Fan-Hsun Tseng .

Virtualization (NFV) [1] opens new perspectives to meet
this challenge. Indeed, the reliability of separate central-
ized control plane from the entire data plane enhances
the ability to dynamically route application-specific wave-
lengths acrossmulti-tenant cloud services and network infras-
tructures. On the other hand, this flexibility has further
increased with the appearance of NFV. This later concept
brings the implementation of network functions in software
rather than physical devices [29], through a series of Vir-
tual Network Functions (VNFs), making hence resources
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provisioning independent on specific hardware equipment.
Moreover, even most existing works focus on single domain
network, the large core backbone Internet has evolved from
limited single domain network’s resources to different net-
work domains. Those multi-domain networks are managed
by several operators and network infrastructure providers [2].
Therefore, multi-domain networks’ efficient resources virtu-
alization under above emergent technologies, becomes the
promising solution that surpasses internet ossification and
reduces global Operational Expenditures (OPEX) and Capital
Expenditures (CAPEX) in the future multi-cloud industry.

In the other hand, multi-tenant network operators and
cloud service providers are nowadays rivalling each other
to be in line with the Paris climate agreement [3]. Thus,
more attentions start to be paid for reducing their ener-
gies consumptions and greening their entire infrastructure
with many auto-generated or purchased Renewable Energies
(REs). Google was the first cloud provider, which has pow-
ered their entire DCs operations by 100% REs by 2017 [4].
Amazon AWS cloud came at a second place when several
newwind and solar farms were inaugurated in Europe and the
United States, aiming to produce 100% green energy between
2020 and 2030 [5]. Similarly, IBM has set a target of pur-
chasing 55 percent of IBM’s global electricity consumption
from renewable sources by 2025 [6]. However, the production
variability of most renewable sources, pushes DCs to depend
principally on the regular electrical grid as a backup or main
supplier. The arising challenge consists on effectively man-
aging REs availabilities with a view to reduce intra and inter
cloud resources’ carbon emissions. Recent studies have only
investigated intra-cloud resources’ carbon emissions reduc-
tion [28] [30], [31], without focusing on multi-domain inter-
cloud networking resources’ carbon emissions. This further
incites the need to adopt carbon emission-based intra and
inter cloud resources’ ranking approach, aiming toward green
substrate devices selection.

In addition to REs’ adoption, there exists according to
Microsoft cloud, three other key investments to reduce the
environmental impact of each cloud services [7]. These
three investments focus on physical equipment efficiency,
operational efficiency, then cooling infrastructure efficiency.
Despite recent efforts made in those directions, this ongo-
ing challenge remains open as network traffic rates con-
tinue to surge, and global cloud resource topology remains
inefficiently exploited. In fact, servers are the most energy
intensive among the whole IT DCs elements, since they
consume large energy consumption when underutilized, and
still consume more than half their maximum energy con-
sumption even at idle state [8], [9]. This resources’ under-
utilization phenomenon was also widely noticed in cloud
network, where network links operated only between 5 and
25% [10]. This last issue is jointly related to resources over-
provisioning, driven by the interest of ensuring Quality of
Service (QoS) at the expense of cloud resources wastage.
The ongoing challenge becomes how to deal with the entire
problem, by combining dynamic virtual Data Centers (DCs)

embedding with multi-domain networks embedding. Accord-
ingly, the main target is to achieve global resources power
efficiency: as a main representative metric englobing traffic
rate as a function of global virtualized inter and intra cloud
resources’ power consumption.

In this article, we propose a green and distributed
SD-ODCN architecture containing three layers: 1) a Service
Provider (SP) layer, 2) a global Virtual Resources Orchestra-
tion (VRO) layer, finally 3) a multi-domain intra and inter
cloud Infrastructure Providers (IPs) layer. In this later layer,
we address a Parallel and Proactive Virtual Network Embed-
ding (PPVNE) sorting the total power efficiency of the whole
network components and DCs’ servers. Inspired by [11] and
our previous complete survey study [12], we propose a math-
ematical MILP model maximizing total power efficiency in
both DCs and inter cloudmulti-domain networks components
in the SD-ODCN architecture. Contributions in this article are
synthesized as follows:

– After instantiating Virtual Network Requests (VNRs) in
the SP layer, each user requiring multi-services VNRs at a
fixed time stamp may benefit from a parallel and distributed
processing in a timely manner. This is achieved through the
consideration of a splitting and forwarding scheme provided
by a Central SDN controller Node (CN).

– Still in the VRO layer, we propose a Parallel Global
resources Topology Ranking (PGTR) based on a green-aware
execution scenario, in which the whole topology Carbon
Emission Rate (CER) values can be obtained under three
ranking classes.

– Leveraging results of PGTRs, a new Parallel and Proac-
tive VNE namely (PPVNE) was proposed in IPs layer.
Results were compared to traditional reactive scenario,
in which VNRs are over-provisioned based on SP’ instanti-
ated resources.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of related works. Section III describes
the proposed green and distributed SD-ODCN architecture.
In Section IV, the MILP are proposed. We introduce in
Section V the whole algorithms’ designs. Then, collected
data, simulation setups and results’ discussions are presented
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK
As reported from an energy profiling system simulating
power consumption at network multiprotocol label switch-
ing (MPLS) level [13], the packet-processing rate at core
network is the main network power driver. With the emer-
gence of network virtualization, ISPs [14] have largely
benefited from the flexibility of mapping virtual nodes
on substrate active nodes generating low electricity price.
However, network virtualization has also served to optimize
the overall required energies to operate networks. Previ-
ous works [15], [16] have investigated the use of network
coding to improve the energy efficiency of core networks.
They considered either no-bypass approaches or bypass ones,
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where flows must visit the IP layer in each intermediate node
between source and end destination.

Starting with intra DC network, the study [17] presents
EnergyMap: a novel energy-efficient embedding method
mapping heterogeneous MapReduce-based virtual networks
into a heterogeneous DC network. As MapReduce becomes
a cloud computing paradigm, this later work investigated the
case where Virtual DC (VDC) embedding requires splitting
the computation-based virtual nodes (mappers/reducers) and
embedding them into multiple servers. The aim behind this
later study is to parallelize the whole computation tasks.
Another work [33] joined Sliceable-Transponders reusability
together with DC consolidation, for an Energy-Aware Vir-
tual Optical Network Embedding (EA-VONE). Still as an
attempt to join network virtualization to server’s consolida-
tion, the work [28] tried to keep DC’s network maintaining a
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) for minimum connectivity
between servers. In doing so, VMs should cross fewer short
hops, thereby reducing the power consumption of network
devices. Under this scheme, some physical servers may be
left underutilized, thus an ‘‘On arrival migration’’ (MoA)
algorithm was proposed to perform every required VNRs’
remapping.

However, to optimize energy consumption over the
VN entire life cycle and in a realistic DC topology, this
work [18] designed a novel VNE model developed through
a Topology and energy aware Migration heuristic applied
to both computing and networking resources. As repetitive
migrations create additional bottlenecks at substrate links
level, the author in [32] proposes a Markov Decision Pro-
cesses evaluating optimal migration policies considering both
operations’ energy consumption and reconfiguration costs.
Another paper [19] addresses a comprehensive node rank-
ing method called CNRM, in order to measure each sub-
strate node importance based on resources usage ratio. The
principle behind this importance ranking was the lower the
node resource utilization, the less the additional energy con-
sumption then the larger the CNRM ranking value. Doing
so, the proposed load balancing joined to VNE has reduced
energy consumption and improved the load balancing in sub-
strate network, while slightly deteriorated long-term average
revenue, acceptance ratio and revenue to cost ratio. However,
most above studies do not consider the whole elastic opti-
cal network components while investigating VNE. Consid-
ering the granular power consumption of various backbone
network devices as well as DCs’ servers, the work [21]
investigated a REOVNE heuristic solving the VNE problem
under several resources’ capacities constraints, network flow
conservation constraints as well as under a VNRs grouping
approach.

Again, all above solutions focused on the economical
aspect of energy consumption by maximizing revenues and
reducing energy costs, while neglecting the CO2 emission
factor resulting from electricity production. This work [20]
comes up with a potential trade-off between centralized
and distributed approaches. It is about a hybrid approach

reducing communication overhead while facilitating more
optimal embedding. Management nodes in this proposed
architecture attempt to find nodes handling the closest capac-
ities to the requested ones and having the smallest Co2 emis-
sion factor. Then, virtual links are assigned to the minimum
number of physical links in shortest paths. Another paper [21]
developed a Green Virtual Network Embedding (GVNE)
framework for minimizing the use of non-renewable energy,
through intelligent provisioning of bandwidth and cloud DC
resources. The proposed MILP model determines how to
effectively use RE during the mapping of VNRs and whether
to embed virtual nodes locally or to move them to distant DCs
with abundant solar energy resources. Considering a Dummy
Node and an auxiliary matrix of nodes and links, another
heuristic [22] performs a short path selection to minimize the
non-RE consumption at network level. The effective non-RE
consumption value was represented as the combined value of
non-RE consumption and network migration penalty at each
time interval.

As reported previously, most research papers focused
on single-domain network and considered the whole net-
work resources utilization are always powered with non-
REs [21], [22]. Although some recent studies start investigat-
ing multi-domain VNE in federated SDNs [34], experimen-
tal results were not treated considering real optical network
topology and granular power consumption of various opti-
cal network devices. Unlike previous research, we address
in this article an intra and inter cloud resources Parallel
and Proactive VNE (PGTR-PPVNE), considering various
energy types’ availabilities in intra and inter cloud levels.
We compared all our simulated results with the whole bench-
mark algorithms mentioned in [11]. The following section
describes in detail our proposed solution architecture aiming
to maximize REs utilizations, then network and DCs’ servers
total power efficiency.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
We present in this article a new SD-ODCN architecture,
as depicted in Figure 1, which is composed of three busi-
ness layers: 1) Service provider layer, 2) Virtual Network
control and Orchestration (VNO) layer, and 3) Physical and
networking infrastructure layer. Figure 1 below presents this
architecture, followed by a description of functions carried by
each layer.

A. THE SERVICE PROVIDER LAYER
In this first layer, the SP receives a group of users’ VNRs.
Indeed, each SP is engaged through a business agreement
with their subscribers, where a set of required QoS are
mentioned. The main role of a SP is to instantiate received
VNRs by specifying in each VNR, a list of computing and
networking resources requirement (CPU, RAM, BW, DEL,
Packet loss. . . .). We assume in this architecture layer that a
SP specifies in addition the required execution environment
scenario of each user (e.g., the delay-sensitive scenario or /
the green-aware scenario).
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FIGURE 1. The proposed three-layers SN-ODCN architecture for inter and
intra cloud virtual network requests management.

B. VIRTUAL NETWORK CONTROL AND ORCHESTRATION
LAYER
This second layer incorporates the main roles of a
Virtual Resources Orchestrator (VRO), performed in a hybrid
scheme. Time delay and scalability purposes were respected
through the consideration of distributed Manager Nodes
(MNs). Then, communication overhead imposed on substrate
networks is reduced through the consideration of distributed
Central Nodes (CNs). This means, a VRO in our architecture
encompasses a Central controller Node (CN represented in
red) connected to a set of three Distributed Manager Nodes
(MNd represented in blue). These two types of nodes are
supposed to be hosted on physical nodes having maximum
resource capacities (i.e., max. available CPU and bandwidth).
The CN is a central control entity involved with the col-
lection of intra cloud DCs status, Multi domain network
status, as well as energy availabilities information. For less
complexity, we suppose in this layer each CN is connected
to three Manager Nodes (MN1,MN2,MN3) performing par-
allel computing. In this second layer two main functions are
executed.

The first splitting and forwarding function is carried by
the CN. This first function consists first on splitting VNRs
received from SP, into many sub-VNRs according to user
required services and user required execution environment
scenario (Preference p). Then, forwarding each group of
sub-VNRs into the appropriate MNd . We assume each MNd
is responsible of certain adjacent services, and that the man-
agement of those adjacent services are previously established.
Then, eachMNd may execute simultaneously both execution
environment scenarios. The main target of this first function

is to enable parallel executions of many services required
by each single user in the same time frame. Figure 2 illus-
trates how a VNRs group may be split and forwarded into
three Sub-VNRs according to threeMNd . Each link between
two required services may be categorized with at least one
tag. This tag indicates the user index with their preferred
execution scenario index: e.g., (p = 1: as a green execution
scenario, targeted to some clients seeking resources pow-
ered by RE sources, in view of paying less carbon tax) and
(p= 2 as a delay-sensitive execution scenario, for some users
prioritizing response time). Accordingly, we suppose in this
study, each user has the same preferred execution scenario
toward its chosen services.

FIGURE 2. A VNRs spample composed of 6 users requesting one of the
six services dispatched around three manager nodes (MN1, MN2, MN3).

The second function is a Parallel Global Topology Ranking
(PGTR) established by each distributed MNd for its associ-
ated Sub-VNRs. In this second function, aMNd role is to find
the appropriate substrate nodes (DCs and hosts) and substrate
links from physical IPs. EachMNd executes two PGTR algo-
rithms depending on received Sub-VNRs’ preferred scenario
(1 or /2). The green-aware ranking scenario (PGTR1) finds
cleanest substrate processing nodes and substrate links while
satisfying the virtual nodes and virtual links capacities and
delay’ constraints. The whole found ranking results is per-
formed based on computed Carbon Emission Rates (CER)
values and affected accordingly into three ranking classes
(Q1, Q2, Q3) (See details in algorithm 2).

As for delay-sensitive ranking scenario (PGTR2), the clos-
est substrate processing nodes are found and similarly classi-
fied into three ranking classes (Q1, Q2, Q3), using a classical
minimum hop algorithm. An overall of six GTR algorithms
are executed parallelly and simultaneously within the three
MNd , to benefit from a reduced execution time of requests.

On the other hand, while provisioning resources using SP
instantiated required resources, it often happens to oversup-
ply the required VNRs’ resources. This leads to a wastage
of VMs and VLs’ assigned resources, being not fully used
(Reactive Scenario). It then turns out to be necessary for a
VRO to instantiate exact required VNRs’ resources based
on a prediction of future exact intra and inter cloud han-
dled traffics (Proactive Scenario). In this later scenario, the
proposed VRO makes use of inter and intra cloud requests
predicted by a temporal-based Bidirectional Gated Recurrent
Unit (B-GRU), using historical handled inter and intra VNRs
workloads. On this basis, the exact required VNRs’ resources
are instantiated proactively by the proposed VRO layer.
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FIGURE 3. Virtual network embedding in the optical and IP layers over the WDM network.

C. MULTI DOMAIN PHYSICAL PROCESSING AND
NETWORKING PROVIDERS’ LAYER
For the physical layer, multiple geographically distributed IPs
are interconnected by multi-domain networks infrastructure
to accommodate Sub-VNRs of the VRO layer. This layer
carries the last function, which is a proactive virtual nodes and
virtual links embedding. In this phase, each MNd associated
Sub-VNRs together with their GTR results are entered to per-
form in a parallel and proactive scheme the whole Sub-VNRs
embedding. This later embedding is supported by a consol-
idation of virtual nodes and virtual links, to maximize the
global resources topology power efficiency ratio. The overall
resource topology contemplated in this layer is schematized
in above Figure 3. In fact, the Internet core network is
composed of large optical switches (OXC) that dynamically
configure high-capacity optical networks (WDM). Packets’
requests are sent between core routers until arriving to the
core router that directly connect to a DC. On each fiber
among the total number of hops, where pair of core routers
and OXC switches are not collocated, the erbium-doped fiber
amplifiers (EDFA) are used to amplify the optical signal in
each fiber, between two switches’ long-distance transmis-
sion. In addition, a pair of multiplexers/demultiplexers are
used to multiplex/demultiplex wavelengths. Then, at each
switching node, the transponders provide (OEO) processing
for full wavelength conversion.

The VNE problem addresses how virtualized resources are
to be deployed on the substrate network. Typically, it starts
with the mapping of virtual nodes into physical nodes (DCs
and hosts), followed accordingly by a mapping of virtual
links. Successful embedding of virtual links will therefore
require resources in both IP and optical layers. Sub-VNRs’
computing requests (CPU and RAM) are integrated into
VMs in appropriate DCs’ active servers. Then, each Sub-
VNRs’ bandwidth (BW) demand requires the instantiation
of a virtual router in the Ip routers layer, so that the VRO

is granted control of the virtual server and router and may
configure any protocol to run any application. The following
section presents the proposed MILP problem formulation.

IV. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. MODEL’S VARIABLES
We start by introducing respectively in Table 1 and Table 2 the
substrate network variable, then the virtual network variables
for each time slot t belonging to the total time interval T .

Before describing constraints related to each layer of our
architecture, we present below all binary variables used in our
model.

– αt,c,nu,s,d,p = 1, if required virtual node of user u processing
service from Sub − VNRtd,p is mapped into server c in node
n. Else αt,c,nu,s,d,p = 0.

– β
t,li,j
l∈(u,s,d,p) = 1, if required virtual link l forwarding

service request of user u from Sub − VNRtd,p is mapped into

the lightpath li,j. Else β
t,li,j
l∈(u,s,d,p) = 0.

-θDh = 1, if the hop h is belonging to network domain D.
– ξ

t,li,j
D,h = 1, if lightpath li,j is mapped into a hop h of

domain network D. Else, ξ
t,li,j
D,h = 0.

– χ t,D,hl,li,j = 1, if required virtual link l forwarding service
request of Sub− VNRtd,p is mapped into virtual lightpath li,j,
and lightpath li,j is mapped into a hop h of domain networkD.
Else χ t,D,hl,li,j = 0.
– σ t,D,hω = 1, if wavelength w is activated in physical link

of a hop h of domain network D. Else σ t,D,hω = 0.
– ϕt,ns,d,p = 1, if DC node n is mapped by any required

virtual node processing services of Sub − VNRtd,p. Else
ϕ
t,n
s,d,p = 0.

– τ t,SD /λt,Sn = 1, if solar energy is present respectively in
network domain D and DC node n. Else τ t,SD /λt,Sn = 0.
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TABLE 1. SUbstrate network variables modeling.

– τ t,WD /λt,Wn = 1, if wind energy is present respectively in
network domain D and DC node n. Else τ t,WD /λt,Wn = 0.
– τ t,ND /λt,Nn = 1, if nuclear energy is present respectively

in network domain D and DC node n. Else τ t,ND /λt,Nn = 0.
– τ t,BD /λt,Bn = 1, if brown energy is present respectively in

network domain D and DC node n. Else τ t,BD /λt,Bn = 0.

TABLE 2. Virtual network variables modeling.

–1t,RE
D /1t,RE

n = 1, if there is no RE (solar/ wind/ nuclear)
respectively in network domain D and DC node n. Else
1
t,RE
D /1t,RE

n = 0.

B. MODEL’S CONSTRAINTS
1) SPLITTING AND FORWARDING CONSTRAINTS

Com(VNRta) =
3∑

d=1

2∑
p=1

com(Sub− VNRtd,p),

×∀a ∈ {1, . . . ,NVNR} (1)

B(VNRta) =
3∑

d=1

2∑
p=1

B(Sub− VNRtd,p),

×∀a ∈ {1, . . . ,NVNR} (2)

Equations (1) and (2) verify respectively if all computing
and bandwidth resources required by the group of VNRtd,p
are similarly the sum of computing and bandwidth resources
required by Sub − VNRtd,p for each MNd associated Sub-
VNRs, in both execution scenarios p.

2) GLOBAL TOPOLOGY RANKING CONSTRAINTS
Unlike previous GTR approach considering only global
topological attributes (i.e., available computing resources
and bandwidth resources) while evaluating virtual nodes
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and links embedding, we aim to apply a new GTR based
on resources’ availability as well as resource’s CER val-
ues results. Considering available computing and bandwidth
resources, we choose to represent each server’ computing
capacities and utilizations by the sum of their CPU and
Memory magnitude. Similarly, we choose to represent each
network’ bandwidth by the sum of their wavelengths’ band-
widths and delay tolerances magnitude. The available com-
puting resources of DC node n at time slot t , is expressed by
equation (3) as the difference between total servers’ capacity
at node n (4) and whole servers’ utilizations at this same time
slot (5).

AC t (n)=
NS tn∑
c=1

(Comc(n)−U t
c(n)), ∀n ∈ {1, . . . ,Nd } (3)

Comc(n)=
√
(CPUc)2 + (Memoryc)2, ∀c ∈ {1, . . . ,NSd }

(4)

U t
c(n)=

√
(
∑
v∈Vn,c

CPUv,c)2 + (
∑
v∈Vn,c

Memoryv,c)2,

×∀c ∈ {1, . . . ,NSd } (5)

Similarly, the available wavelength bandwidth resources of
network path between node d and DC n at time slot t is
computed in equation (6), as the difference between the sum
of bandwidth resources capacities in this network path (7) and
the utilized bandwidth resources in this network path (8).

ABt(d→n)

=

Dn∑
D=1

(

N t
h(d→n)∑
h=1

(BD
(h−1→h)

− BU t,D
(h−1→h)).θ

D
h ) (6)

BD
(h−1→h)

=

√
(
∑
ω∈ωh

BC(ω))2 + (
∑
ω∈ωh

DEL(ω))2,

×∀D ∈ {1, . . . ,Dn} (7)

BU t,D
(h−1→h)

=

√
(
∑
ω∈ωh

(BC(ω).σ t,D,hω ))
2
+ (

∑
ω∈ωh

(DEL(ω).σ t,D,hω ))
2

×∀D ∈ {1, . . . ,Dn} (8)

Once resources’ availabilities computed, the proposed GTR
approach underpins a CER based ranking approach. Equa-
tions (9) and (10) represent respectively CER val-
ues of DC node n and its associated network path,
where EWLoc(n),EWD,ESLoc(n),ESD,ENLoc(n),END and
EBLoc(n),EBD are respectively the equivalent Co2 emission
per KWh of wind, solar, nuclear and brown energies in
different nodes’ locations n and different networks domains’
locations D. Then, AW t

n,AW
t
D,AS

t
n,AS

t
D, AN

t
n,AN

t
D and

ABtn,AB
t
D refer respectively to available wind, solar, nuclear

and brown energies’ alimentations in different DCs nodes n

and network domains D at time slot t .

CERt (n)

= (EWLoc(n).AW t
n).λ

t,W
n + (ESLoc(n).AS tn).λ

t,S
n

+ (ENLoc(n).AN t
n).λ

t,N
n + (EBLoc(n).ABtn).λ

t,B
n .1t,RE

n

(9)

CERtnet (d → n)

=

N t
h(d→n)∑
h=1

[
Dn∑
D=1

×

(
(EWD.AW t

D).τ
t,W
D + (ESD.AS tD).τ

t,S
D +

(END.AN t
D).τ

t,N
D + (EBD.ABtD).τ

t,B
D .1

t,RE
D

)
.θDh ]

(10)

In addition, we present power consumption models of a
DC node (11) as the power consumption of their active
servers, considering each server’s associated virtual com-
puting resources and the base power of an active server
Pbase,c [11]. Then, µc is the power gap between server’s
idle power and maximum power. Thereafter, we present
just after in (12) the power consumption of their associated
network path, where PT ,PE ,PMD,PR,PO are respectively
power consumptions of transponder, EDFA amplifier, mul-
tiplexer/demultiplexer, router and optical switch.

PDC (n) =
NS∑
c=1

( ∑
v∈Vn,c

Comc,v.µc)+ Pbase,c

 (11)

Pnet(d→n) =

M t
h(d→n)∑
h=1

(PT .ωDh )+ (PE .EAh)+ (PMD.DMh)

+

Li,j∑
li,j=1

(PR.ω
D,li,j
h )+ PO


+

N t
h(d→n)∑
h′=1

 Li,j∑
li,j=1

(PR.ω
D,li,j
h )+ PO

 (12)

3) VIRTUAL NODES EMBEDDING CONSTRAINTS
Equation (13) guarantees that all required active servers in
each DC node n, processing adjacent services s associated
to a MNd , should provide adequate computing resources
for all virtual nodes that are accommodated by this MNd .
In (14), each required virtual node processing service s of
Sub − VNRts,d,p can only be hosted once in a unique DC n
and unique server c.

NS∑
c=1

 ∑
v∈V tn,c

Comv,c +
∑

v∈Sub−VNRd,p

Com(Sub− VNRd,p)


≤ AC t (n) (13)

N∑
n=1

NS∑
c=1

α
t,c,n
u,s,d,p = 1, ∀s ∈ Sd (14)
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ϕ
t,n
s,d,p =

∑
∀(s,u)∈Sub−VNRd,p

α
t,c,n
u,s,d,p (15)

4) VIRTUAL LINKS EMBEDDING CONSTRAINTS
Virtual links embedding constraints are shown from (15)
to (21). Constraint (17) ensures the total carried bandwidth
resource cannot exceed the occupied wavelength capacity,
on lightpath (i, j). Then the flow conservation constraint
for respectively the optical and IP layers is shown in (17)
and (18). Equation (19) ensures the sum of all traffic flows
through an optical link in a hop h does not exceed its available
bandwidth capacity. Equation (20) ensures the number of
allocated wavelengths cannot exceed the initial capacity of
an optical link. The total number of occupied wavelength
channels for an optical link is shown in (21).∑
∀l∈Sub−VNRd,p

β
t,li,j
l∈(u,s,d,p).B(Sub− VNRd,p) ≤ωli,j .C (16)

∑
h∈N t

h(d→n)

ω
D,li,j
h −

∑
h∈N t

h(n→d)

ω
D,li,j
h

=

 ωDh
−ωDh
0

 ,
i→ h ∈ N t

h(d→n)
i→ h ∈ N t

h(n→d)
Others

(17)

∑
h∈N t

h(d→n)

ξ
t,li,j
D,h −

∑
h∈N t

h(n→d)

ξ
t,li,j
D,h

=

 1
−1
0

 ,
i→ h ∈ N t

h(d→n)
i→ h ∈ N t

h(n→d)
Others

(18)

∑
∀l∈Sub−VNRd,p

χ
t,D,h
l,li,j .B(Sub− VNRd,p) ≤ω

D,li,j
h .ABth (19)

∑
i∈h

∑
j∈h(i6=j)

ω
D,li,j
h ≤ W ,∀h ∈ N t

h(d→n) (20)

∑
i∈h

∑
j∈h(i6=j)

ω
D,li,j
h = ωDh ,∀h ∈ N

t
h(d→n) (21)

C. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
The objective function of the proposed MILP model consists
on maximizing total power efficiency of each processing DC
node with its associated network path (22). Toward this end,
we design a joint power consumption and user request rate
ratio to compute power efficiency in both DC nodes (23) and
their associated network path (24). Where, r tcu and r

t
hu are the

number of traffic requests of user u in respectively a server c
and in a hop h.

Max : TPeff = Peff ,DC(n) + Peff ,net(d→n) (22)

Peff ,DC(n) =

NS∑
c=1

U t
Sd∑

u=1
r tcu · α

t,c,n
u,s,d

NS∑
c=1

[
(
∑

v∈Vn,c
Comc,v · µc)+ Pbase,c

] ,
×∀s ∈ Sd (23)

Peff ,net(d→n) =

N t
h(d→n)∑
h=1

U t
Sd∑

u=1
r thu.β

t,li,j
l∈(s,d,p).ξ

t,li,j
D,h

Pnet(d→n)
, ∀s ∈ Sd

(24)

Constraints to: (1) - (2)
(3) - (12)
(13) - (15)
(16) – (21)

V. ALGORTIHMS DESIGNS
A. SPLITTING AND FORWARDING ALGORTIHM
This first algorithm inputs VNRta as a 2D table of size (U×S).
The table’s cells incorporate some tuples of computation and
networking resources for each user u requesting a service s,
otherwise 0 when the service is not requested. The second
input isMNAservices, which is a 2D binary table referring to 1
if the service s is belonging to Manager Node d(MNd ) other-
wise 0. Then, Pu,a is a list of size U including the preference
scenario of each user in the group of requests. Lines (1-3)
verify if a service is belonging to aMNd . Once the condition
is verified, the algorithm verifies again in lines (4-5) whether
this service is requested by some users. If so, the algorithm
checks the user’s preference in terms of execution scenario
(1: Green-aware of 2: delay-sensitive), and creates accord-
ingly a Sub− VNRd,p including Sub-VNRs associated to the
MNd and the preference scenario p (Lines 6-13). Consider-
ing three MNd and two execution environments preferences,
the algorithm outputs a maximum of six Sub− VNRd,p. The
worst-case complexity of this first algorithm is o(3US), as we
exactly deploy in this work threeMNd .

Algorithm 1 : Splitting and Forwarding

Input: VNRta = Tab[u ∈ {1...U},
s1 ∈ {1...s}],
MNAservices = Tab[s1 ∈ {1...S} , d ∈ {1...3}], Pu,a
Output: Sub− VNRd,p = Tab[u ∈

{
1...U t

Sd

}
,

s ∈ {1...Sd }],
1: for d = 1 to 3 do
2: for s1 = 1 to S do
3: if MNAservices[s1, d] 6= 0 then
4: for u = 1 to U do
5: if VNRta [u, s1] 6= 0 then
6: p← sort.Pu,a[u],
7: create Sub− VNRd,p

[
USd , Sd

]
,

8: add. VNRta [u, s1] in
Sub− VNRd,p,

u++ (Return to 4)9: end if
10: end for

s1 ++ (Return to 2)11: end if
12: end for
13: sort Sub− VNRd,p, d ++(Return to 1),
14: end for
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Algorithm 2 : PGTR1
Input: Com(Sub− VNRd,1),B(Sub− VNRd,1)
R = Tab[1...2, r ∈

{
1...NSd = LSd

}
], ∀d ∈ {1...3}

Output: Q1 = Tab[1...2, 1...L1],
Q2 = Tab[1...2, 1...L2]
Q3 = Tab[1...2, 1...L3]
Initialization:
AR = Tab[1...2, r ′ ∈

{
1...N ′Sd ≤ NSd

}
] = 0,

CER = Tab[1...2, r ′ ∈
{
1...N ′Sd

}
] = 0,

T1 = V1, T2 = V2, Q1 = 0, Q2 = 0,Q3 = 0
1: for r = 1 to NSd do
2: compute AC t (R [1, r]), Equation (3)
3: compute ABt(d→n)(R [2, r]), Equation (6)
4: ((AC t (R [1, r]) � Com(Sub− VNRtd,p))&
5: if then

(ABt(d→n)(R [2, r]) � B(Sub− VNR
t
d,p)))

6: add. R [1, r] in AR
[
1, r ′

]
,

7: add. R [2, r] in AR
[
2, r ′

]
,

r ++ (Return to 1),8: end if
9: end for
10: sort AR,
11: for r ′ = 1 to N ′s do
12: compute CERt (AR

[
1, r ′

]
), Equation (9)

13: compute CERtnet,(d→n)(AR
[
2, r ′

]
), Equation (10)

14: add. CERt (AR
[
1, r ′

]
) in CER

[
1, r ′

]
,

15: add. CERtnet(d→n)(AR
[
2, r ′

]
) in CER

[
2, r ′

]
,

16: if ((CERt
[
1, r ′

]
≤ V1)&(CERt

[
2, r ′

]
≤ V2))

then
17: add. AR

[
1, r ′

]
in Q1

[
1, r ′

]
,

18: add. AR
[
2, r ′

]
in Q1

[
2, r ′

]
,

19: else
20: compute PtDC (AR

[
1, r ′

]
) , Equation (11)

21: compute Ptnet (AR
[
2, r ′

]
), Equation (12)

22: if then
((CERt

[
2, r ′

]
� V2)&

(PtDC (AR
[
1, r ′

]
),� Ptnet (AR

[
2, r ′

]
)))

23: add. AR
[
1, r ′

]
in Q2

[
1, r ′

]
,

24: add. AR
[
2, r ′

]
in Q2

[
2, r ′

]
,

25: else
26: add. AR

[
1, r ′

]
in Q3

[
1, r ′

]
,

27: add. AR
[
2, r ′

]
in Q3

[
2, r ′

]
,

28: end if
29: end if
30: Return to 11,
31: end for
32: sort Q1,Q2,Q3

B. PARALLEL GLOBAL TOPOLOGY RANKING ALGORITHM
FOR THE GREEN-AWARE SCENARIO
The second proposed algorithm is a Parallel Global resources
Topology Ranking performed in the case of the chosen exe-
cution scenario p = 1. This second algorithm enters the
following inputs: first, Com(Sub − VNRd,1) as the magni-

tude (CPU, RAM) values required by the Sub − VNRd,1
as proposed in (equation 4). Second, B(Sub − VNRd,1) is
similarly the magnitude of (BW, deadline) values required
by the same Sub− VNRd,1 as demonstrated in (equation 7).
Third, a 2D table R containing all MNd associated candidate
DCs nodes in the first line, with their associated network
paths trajectories in the second table line. From initialization
to line 10, the algorithm checks DCs and networks’ resources
availabilities for each request in the subgroup, and stores
nodes with sufficient capacities in an initially empty table
AR. Lines (11-32) incorporate the ranking process. At this
level, the algorithm calculates and stores in lines (11-15)
the CER values of each DC (equation 9) and its associ-
ated network (equation 10). If the two obtained CER values
are well below CER thresholds initialized at the beginning
(V1= V2= 500 KgeqCO2) (line 16), indicating thus the
DC with its associated network are green, their indices are
therefore stored in the first class Q1 (lines 17-18). In case the
complete condition is not satisfied (line 19), the algorithm
extends the Ranking process based on DC power consump-
tion (line 20 - equation 11) and network power consumption
(line 21 - equation 12) at time t . The condition of (line 22)
verifies then the compensation of the brown power consumed
in network by the green power consumed in intra DC. Once
this compensation is satisfied, the DC index r ′ with its asso-
ciated network path is stored in Q2 class (lines 23-24). The
remaining resources’ indices satisfying the remaining cases
(line 25) where both CER values are higher than the fixed
thresholds or where network’s brown power consumption is
not compensated by that green one consumed in DC, are
then classified in the last class Q3 (lines 26-27). At the
end (line 32), the three obtained Ranking classes are sorted.
Considering three MNd and two execution environment sce-
narios, we perform a maximum of three-parallel execution of
(PGTR1) algorithm according to preferred execution scenario
p = 1. This was executed simultaneously with a maximum of
three-parallel execution of a classical minimum hop (PGTR2)
algorithm, according to preferred execution scenario p = 2.
At this stage, a total of 6 (PGTR) algorithms will be per-
formed parallelly. The computed worst-case complexity of
(PGTR1) algorithm is O(NSd .NS

t
n.N

t
h(d→n))+ O(NSd ).

C. PARALLEL AND PROACTIVE VIRTUAL NETWORK
EMBEDDING
The VNE algorithm (Algorithm 5) requires two sub-
algorithms: a Virtual Node Embedding (VNoE: Algorithm 3)
and a Virtual Link Embedding (VLiE: Algorithm 4). For each
MNd , the above VNoE (algorithm 3) enters the appropriate
proactive instantiated Sub − VNRd,1 together with the three
Ranking classesQ1,Q2,Q3 results, sorted by previous PGTR
algorithm of the same MNd . As long as there are enough
resources’ nodes in the first Q1 class (line 1), the algorithm
outputs for each DC node along the total Q1 list length (L1)
(line 3), a list of active servers RNS in an ascending order
of their residual capacities (line 4). For each server index
c(line 5), the algorithm outputs similarly a list its running
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Algorithm 3 : VnoE

Input: Sub− VNRd,p = Tab[u ∈
{
1...U t

Sd

}
,

s ∈ {1...Sd }],
Q1,Q2,Q3 ∀d ∈ {1 . . . 3}, ∀p ∈ {1 . . . 2}
Output: Er ′,c,v, Peff ,DC(r ′)
Initialization: Er ′,c,v = 0, Peff ,DC(r ′) = 0,
1: while (r’∈ (Q = Q1)← true)
2: for u = 1 to USd do
3: for r ′ = 1 to L1
4: RNS (r ′)← sort NS(r ′),
5: for c = 1 to LRNS do
6: Rv(c)← sort Vr ′,c,
7: for v = 1 to LRV do
8: if (Com(Sub− VNRd,p[u, s])≺

Com(Rv[v]))
9: sort Er ′,c,v,
10: update resources,
11: v++ (Return to 7)end if
12: end for

(Er ′,c,v = 0 &
13: if then

(Com(Sub− VNRd,p [u, s]) ≺
Com(RNS [c]))

14: create a new VM in c,
15: sort Er ′,c,v,
16: update resources,
17: c++ (Return to 5)end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: compute Peff ,DC(r ′), Equasion (23)
21: end for
22: (Q++)end while
23: end

VMs (Rv) in an ascending order of their residual capaci-
ties (line 6). This ascending order sorting based on residual
capacities is used for consolidation purposes, avoiding hence
energy-intensive consuming inter migrations.

For each selected VM index v (line 7), the condition in
(line 8) verifies the availability of a user requested (CPU,
RAM) values, within the selected VM residual capacities.
Once the condition is satisfied in a VM, the algorithm out-
puts in (line 9) the index of this allocation and updates
resources (line 10) for consideration during a next single
user’s requests. If the condition is not met for any VM,
while there is in addition sufficient residual capacity in the
selected server (line 13), the algorithm proceeds to create
a new VM (line 14) with the requested capacity, and sim-
ilarly updates resources (line 16). After finding the alloca-
tion indices (line 15), the algorithm calculates and outputs
in (line 20) the DC’s power efficiency resulting from this
allocation. The computed worst-case of VnoE algorithm is
O(USd .L1.LRNS.LRv).
Again, the following Virtual link Embedding (algorithm 4)

inputs the previous (algorithm 3) output, which is: the virtual

Algorithm 4 : VLiE Pseudo Code

Input: Sub− VNRd,p = Tab[u ∈
{
1...U t

Sd

}
,

s ∈ {1 . . . Sd }], Er ′,c,v ∀d ∈ {1 . . . 3}, ∀p ∈ {1 . . . 2}
Output: Eh,li,j , Peff ,net(d→r ′)
Initialization: Eh,li,j = 0, Peff ,net(d→r ′) = 0,
1: for u = 1 to USd
2: for h = 1 to N t

h(d→r ′)
3: Rw(h)← sort the total number of residual

wavelength ωDh ,
4: Rli,j (h)← sort the total virtual lightpaths Li,j
5: for li,j = 1 to LRli,j
6: if

(B(Sub− VNRd,p[u, s]) ≺ B
(
Rli,j

[
li,j
])
)

7: sort Eh,li,j ,
8: update resources,
9: li,j ++ (Return to 5)end if
10: end for

((Eh,li,j = 0) &
11: if then

(B(Sub− VNRd,p[u, s]) ≺ B(Rw [h])))
12: create new virtual lightpathl
13: sort Eh,li,j ,
14: update resources,
15: h++ (Return to 2)end if
16: end for
17: Compute Peff ,net(d→r ′), Equation (24)
18: end for
19: end

Algorithm 5 : PPVNE Pseudo Code

Input: Sub− VNRd,p = Tab[u ∈
{
1...U t

Sd

}
,

s ∈ {1...Sd }],
Q1,Q2,Q3∀d ∈ {1...3}, ∀p ∈ {1...2}
Output:TPeff ,AR
Initialization: TPeff = 0, AR = 0,
1: for u = 1 to USd
2: execute VNoE using algorithm 3,
3: if Er ′,c,v then
4: execute VLiE using algorithm 4,
5: if Eh,li,j then
6: compute TPeff ,
7: else
8: reject the request,
9: update acceptance ratio AR,
10: end if
11: else
12: reject the request,
13: update acceptance ratio AR,
14: end if
15: sort TPeff , sort AR, Equation (22)
16: end

node allocation indexes Er ′,c,v, along with the associated
Manager Node proactive instantiated Sub-VNR. For each
hop (line 2) in the network path associating the MNd source
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FIGURE 4. Synthesis and summary of the whole implemented algorithms.

with the selected DC index destination sorted by previous
(algorithm 3), the algorithm stores the total number of avail-
able residual wavelengths (i.e., not assigned to any virtual
lightpath) in a list Rw(h) (line 3). Similarly, the algorithm
stores all existing virtual lightpaths in a list Rli,j (h), in an
ascending order of their residual wavelength’s capacities
(line 4). The condition in (line 6) verifies the availability of
requested bandwidth (BW) within the residual wavelength
capacity of the selected virtual lightpath. Once the condition
is satisfied, the algorithm outputs the allocation index (line 7)
and similarly updates resources (line 8). If no virtual lightpath
has the residual capacities satisfying the requested band-
width, and there is sufficient residual capacity in the remain-
ing hop’s wavelengths (line 11), the algorithm creates new
virtual lightpath (line 12) and accordingly updates resources
(line 13). Once the allocation indices are found, the algorithm
calculates and outputs in (line 16), the power efficiency of the
network path linked to DC index r’. The computed worst-case
complexity of VLiE algorithm is O(USd .N

t
h(d→r ′).LRli,j ).

If previous both algorithms (3 and 4) are jointly well exe-
cuted, the global Parallel and Proactive VNE (Algorithm 5)
calculates the overall power efficiency TPeff . Otherwise,
an acceptance ratio AR is computed. The worst-case com-
plexity of this global PPVNE algorithm becomes then the
sum of previous algorithms’ (3 and 4) complexities. At this
level, six PPVNE algorithms are again executed parallelly
according to the six previous sorted three ranking classes.
Figure 4 illustrates how the set of implemented algorithms
are connected to be executed in parallel.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We simulated the proposed Green and Distributed SD-ODCN
architecture under NSFNET network topology as mentioned

in (Figure 5), considering availabilities of different kinds
of energy. We have implemented algorithms synthesized in
(figure 4) on the latest version of CloudSim [23].We extended
the following classes: the CloudCoordinator class, network
topology classes, resources provisioning classes, cloudlet
scheduler classes, as well as allocation policies classes.
Experiments were run on a DELL G5-15-5590 Intel(R) (core
(TM) i7-9750H, 12CPUs (2.6GHz), 16GBDDR4RAM). For
evaluation purpose, we compared our simulated results with
four benchmark algorithms presented in [11]. The following
(Section VI.A) highlights the simulation setups with data
collection sources and further simulation details. Then, per-
formance evaluation metrics and all obtained results analysis
were discussed in (Section VI.B).

A. SIMULATION SETUP AND DATA COLLECTION SOURCES
Following benchmark algorithms [11], we simulated our
model under the NSFNET network topology shown in
(Figure 5). As a first step, we created our NSFNET net-
work topology using a BRITE network generator. To route
therefore different links, we used an extended CloudsimSDN,
where we incorporated the WDM optical network depicted
in Figure 3. After implementing our solution, we performed
the following three configurations: A physical topology
configuration including physical hosts, switches/routers and
WDM physical links formed between our NSFNET DCs’
nodes; a virtual topology configuration consisting of virtual
machines and virtual links between VMs; Finally, a workload
configuration.

The simulated NSFNET network topology of (Figure 5)
contains 14 DCs located in 14 different geographical loca-
tions in the USA. Each node is represented by its ID and
location. Additionally, inspired by The Global IT Network
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FIGURE 5. The simulated NSFNET network, drawn on the top of the ElectricityMap.

Communication in USA [24], we have chosen to catego-
rize all NSFNET network nodes by network management
categories. Indeed, examples of ‘‘green nodes’’ depicted in
(Figure 5) refer to localizations of main network management
assets in ’The Global IT Network’ service. This solution [24]
provides 1Gbps to 100Gbps optical fibers connecting hun-
dreds of markets and being able to combine the performance
of Internet services with that of cloud computing DCs. This
network service is comprised of reliable technologies and
vendors such as Cisco, Juniper, and Tier 1 network operators
such as: Verizon, GTT, Internap, PCCW, Centurylink, ATT,
etc.. . .All DCs and network nodes of this topology were
mapped on the top of electricity and carbon emissions map,
provided by the ElectricityMap platform [25] from which
energy data were collected. As a large part of the network
lacks data related to energy availability, we have chosen on
this basis to assign to nodes in this area the roles of Central
Controller (indicated in red) and of the three MNd (indicated
in blue). The following (Table 3) summarizes a taxonomy of
DCs handling adjacent services of eachMNd , as well as DCs
nodes’ taxonomy by inter-network category.

In (Table 4), we provide the 24h gathered data on the avail-
ability of different types of energy at each node location in
the NSFNET network. We were also inspired by the Interna-
tional EnergyAgency (IEA) platform [26], to gain knowledge
about dominant energy types in each region. According to the
recent report on Energy Innovation (Policy and technology
LLC) [27] global DCs likely consumed around 205 terawatt-
hours (TWh) in 2018, the equivalent of 1% of global elec-
tricity use. Driven by this fact, we extracted only 1% of
each collected energy availability. Therefore, we converted

TABLE 3. Taxonomies of nsfnet dcs nodes dedicated to each manager
node and network management domain.

all obtained data in KW. From the same platform, we also
collected carbon intensity in Kg/KWh associated to USA
region as depicted in Table 5. As summarized in (Table 6),
we tried to keep the same simulation setup [11] to remain
compatible with benchmark algorithms. Therefore, we con-
sidered additionally hosts and VMs characteristics shown in
(Table 7).
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TABLE 4. Energy availabilities at nsfnet nodes from electrictymap platform.

TABLE 5. Carbon intensity associated to USA region in Kg/KWh.

TABLE 6. Simulation parameters.

B. RESULTS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We first analyze in (Section VI.B.1) how different uses of
the five considered energy kinds vary under various time
slots and various numbers of VNRs groups. Then, we present
the improvement of CER values in the green-aware scenario

TABLE 7. Hosts characteristics and the four considered EC2 VMS
instances parameters.

compared to the delay-sensitive one. In (Section VI.B.2),
we demonstrate the scalability of our proposed solution
under various numbers of VNRs groups. Then, we prove
the improvement of obtained results over other benchmark
algorithms, in terms of four evaluation metrics.

1) ENEGRIES’ UTILIZATIONS VARIATION RESULTS
In this section, we begin by comparing variations in uses of
the five considered energy types, considering the green-aware
scenario performed by the (PGTR1) algorithm and the
delay-sensitive one insured by the classical minimum hop
algorithm (PGTR2). Figure 6 above illustrates these vari-
ations under different numbers of requests. (Figure 6, a)
proves a 100% use of green energy with a slight use of
nuclear energy in the green-aware scenario. This result is
prompted by the green resources’ ranking process proposed
in the PGTR1 algorithm. Assuming the considered DCs
nodes use primarily REs once they are available, we notice
from (Figure 6.b) the use of a 52.11% share of green energy
(including nuclear energy) even for a ‘‘delay-sensitive’’ sce-
nario. As we presume the existence of REs in all consid-
ered NSFNET DCs’ nodes as mentioned in (Figure 5) and
(Table 4), the 47.89% share of grid energy in this later sce-
nario results therefore from a shortfall of REs availabilities.
Figure 7 similarly emphasizes the use of these five types of
energy during each time slot.When several groups of requests
are executed throughout the considered total 24 hours inter-
val in the ‘‘delay-sensitive’’ scenario, we clearly perceive
from (Figure 7.b) the use of 52.88% of grid energy over
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FIGURE 6. Variation of energies utilizations under different requests numbers in both: a) the green-aware scenario of PGTR1 algorithm and
b) the delay-sensitive scenario of PGTR2 algorithm.

FIGURE 7. Variation of energies utilizations per time slots in both scenarios: a) the green-aware scenario of PGTR1 algorithm and b) delay
sensitive scenario of PGTR2 algorithm.

47.12% of green energy (including nuclear energy). Never-
theless, a 100% primordial use of green energies (includ-
ing nuclear power) results from the proposed green-aware
scenario throughout the 24 hours interval, as shown in
(Figure 7.a). This last scenario calls initially for green ener-
gies (wind, solar and nuclear), according to the increasing
order of CER values established by the PGTR1 first sorted Q1
ranking class and according to green energies availabilities
(Table 4).

2) COMPARAISON AND ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE
METRICS RESULTS
To evaluate the performance and scalability of our pro-
posed solution, we measured the following five performance
metrics:

– CER: refers to the total Carbon Emission Rate metric
computed as the sum of DC’s CER value and network’s CER

value as described respectively in equations (9) and (10) in
(Section IV.B.2).

– The total power consumption PTotal : refers to the sum
of DC’s power consumption PDC(n) and network’s power
consumptions Pnet(d→n), described respectively in equations
(11) and (12) in (Section IV.B.2).

– The total power efficiency TPeff : refers to the sum of
DC’s power efficiency Peff ,DC(n) and network’s power effi-
ciency Peff ,net(d→n), described respectively in equations (23)
and (24) in (Section IV.C).

– Running time: refers to the average response time spent
per the whole parallel algorithms while executing a group of
requests.

– Acceptance ratio: refers to the ratio of all executed
requests on the total number of received requests.

Starting with CER metric (Figure 8), the sum of CER
values obtained in the ‘‘green-aware’’ scenario throughout
different group of requests accounts only for 6.3% of the sum
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FIGURE 8. CER values obtained under PGTR1 and PGTR2 algorithms.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of total power consumption results in the NSFNET
network.

of CER values obtained in the ‘‘Delay-sensitive’’ one, which
is equivalent to a 93% decrease of carbon emissions.

In this sub-section, we evaluate our proposed Parallel
Global Topology Ranking – Parallel and Proactive VNE
(PGTR-PPVNE) results using the last four metrics. We com-
pared then obtained results with four other benchmark solu-
tions namely: The First Available-VNE (FA-VNE), the Local
Nodes Ranking-VNE (LNR-VNE), the Global Topology
Ranking-VNE (GTR-VNE) and the And Colony Optimiza-
tion (ACO-VNE).

Figure 9 illustrates the total energy consumption results
obtained with the proposed PGTR-PPVNE algorithm, and
those of the other four reference algorithms. Total power
consumption results in the proposed PGTR-PPVNE show
respectively 6.87%, 23.88%, 26.97% and 29.97% decrease
over ACO-VNE, GTR-VNE, LNR-VNE and FA-VNE. Rea-
sons behind those improvements are the adopted resources
provisioning, together with the followed consolidation
scheme in the proposed PGTR-PPVNE. Therefore, the clos-
est benchmark algorithmwith regards to the obtainedmodel’s
performance is the ACO-VNE. This is mainly due to its

proactive probabilistic capabilities for resource provisioning,
based on pheromone updates.

In (Figure 10, b), DCs nodes power consumption of
the proposed PGTR-PPVNE declined by 24.14 %, 29.83%
and 33.95% respectively over GTR-VNE, LNR-VNE and
FA-VNE, with a small increase of 0.29% over ACO-VNE.
This slight increase was however largely compensated by the
decreased power consumption at network level by 13.93%
over ACO-VNE, then by 23.58%, 23.38% and 24.75%
respectively over GTR-VNE, LNR-VNE and FA-VNE,
as shown in (Figure 10, a).

According to (Figure 11, a), the obtained total power effi-
ciency results under the proposed proactive scenario showed
respectively 10.47%, 33.06%, 36.43% and 39.42% increase
over ACO-VNE, GTR-VNE, LNR-VNE and FA-VNE. Nev-
ertheless, while directly using SP’ level instantiated VNRs
resources, the obtained total power efficiency under this
reactive scenario achieved 13.35%, 16.22% and 18.77%
increase respectively over GTR-VNE, LNR-VNE and
FA-VNE, as represented in (Figure 11, b). While the same
obtained reactive scenario total power efficiency results
showed 5.89% and 14.81% decrease respectively compar-
ing to the proactive ACO-VNE and the proposed proactive
PGTR-PPVNE.

In (Figure 12, b), DCs’ nodes power efficiency of the
proposed PGTR-PPVNE increased by 31.87%, 40.74%
and 47.25% respectively over GTR-VNE, LNR-VNE and
FA-VNE, with a small decrease of 0.4% over ACO-VNE.
As highlighted previously, this slight decrease was however
largely compensated by the increased power efficiency at
network level by 20.04% over ACO-VNE, then by 50.43%,
33.24% and 33.72% respectively over GTR-VNE, LNR-VNE
and FA-VNE, as shown in (Figure 12. a).

It is worth noting how response times differ completely
from one simulation environment to another. It is obvious
from (Figure 13) how the first three reactive algorithms
(LA-VNE, LNR-VNE and GTR-VNE) have very low
response times compared to both proactive algorithms
(ACO-VNE and the proposed PGTR-PPVNE), given their
low complexities. Considering the whole simulated algo-
rithms under an NSFNET network in CloudSim simulator,
we noticed that requests’ response times increased by 2 sec-
onds along an increase in the number of requests’ group.
This same 2 seconds increase rate was also noticed for the
ACO-VNE algorithm. Nevertheless, a 58.54% decrease in
requests response time is achieved compared to ACO-VNE
response time.

On the first hand, this response time reduction is strongly
due to the separated implementation environment of the
adopted Bidirectional-Gated Recurrent Unit (B-GRU) pre-
diction model, ensuring the treated proactive intra and inter
cloud resources provisioning scenario. Since then, traffics
prediction results preliminarily released separately every
hour as a traffic seasonality interval, have been used as an
input to the proposed PPVNE algorithms. On the second
hand, this response time reduction has further been improved
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of power consumption results in a) inter cloud optical network and b) intra cloud data centers.

FIGURE 11. Total power efficiencies results obtained under a) the proposed proactive scenario and b) the reactive scenario.

FIGURE 12. Comparison of power efficiency results in a) inter cloud optical network and b) intra cloud data centers.

thanks to the proposed parallel simulated algorithms scheme,
executed simultaneously under both: the green-aware sce-
nario and the delay-sensitive one.

The acceptance rate on the other hand completed 100% for
requests less than 400, in the case of GTR-VNE, ACO-VNE
and the proposed PGTR-PPVNE, as presented in (Figure 14).
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FIGURE 13. Average requests’ running time in the simulated NSFNET
network.

FIGURE 14. Acceptance ratio results in the simulated NSFNET network.

The proposed PGTR-PPVNE achieved until 99,8% and
99,9 % compared to ACO-VNE obtained acceptance ratios
of 99,5% and 98%, respectively for requests number above
400 and 450.

VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
As VNE represents a key problem in network virtualization,
in this article we examined this issue under power efficiency
and carbon emission reduction perspectives. Specifically,
we proposed a green distributed SD-ODCN architecture,
in which green DCs’ servers and networking nodes are prior-
itizing first through a new proposed Parallel Global resource
Topology Ranking process (PGTR). The proposed green
PGTR achieved until 93% decrease of carbon emissions com-
pared to a classical ranking approach. Accordingly, another
proposed power efficient, Parallel and Proactive (PPVNE)

was addressed. The proposed (PGTR-PPVNE) solved effi-
ciently the formulated MILP problem and outperformed
other four benchmarks VNE approaches in terms of four
performance metrics. More precisely, the proposed (PGTR-
PPVNE) achieved 6.87% decrease, 10.77% increase, 58.54%
decrease and a 1.15% increase over the proactive ACO-VNE
benchmark approach, respectively in terms of total power
consumption, total power efficiency, requests response times
and acceptance ratio. Coming up to future perspectives,
we intend first to include REs storage process to study various
energy type availabilities in a more realistic scheme. After-
ward, we are striving again to address the proposed (PGTR-
PPVNE) under others network topologies, and even improved
traffic forecasts.
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Nomenclature
SD-ODCN Software Defined Optical Data Center

Networking
VM/s Virtual Machine/s
VL/s Virtual Links
VNR/s Virtual Network Requests
Sub-VNR/s Sub-Virtual Network Requests
VNO Virtual Networks Orchestrator
VIP Virtual Infrastructure Provider
MN/s Manager Node/s
CN Central Node
DC/s Data Center/s
SDN Software Defined Network
RE/s Renewable Energy/ies
QoS Quality of Service
GTR Global resources Topology Ranking
CER Carbon Emission Rate
OEO Optical Electrical Optical conversion
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